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MARCH - BALANCE
“My point is, life is about balance. The good and the bad. The highs and the lows. The pina and the
colada.” Ellen DeGeneres, Seriously... I'm Kidding
With this months Stronger Together theme we are moving into BALANCE .. by becoming AWARE
of our stress signs and symptoms, who we become when we are in fight, flight, freeze and fawn aka
owning our "jerk" amygdala attitudes and behaviours and what we need in these moments to "flick
the switch" and return to a balanced calm. Plus how can we choose to CREATE additional moments
of balance and brain breaks within our days to feel better from the inside, out.
STEP ONE: If you missed the video in your team meeting CLICK HERE to WATCH
STEP TWO: Schedule in 30mins this week to review the attached Stress Signs, Symptoms,
Behaviours and Solutions and underline a symptom, behaviour and solution you are going to add to
your ELEVATE toolkit for this month. DOWNLOAD HERE
You might also like to get your family, kids and partner involved this month by having everyone
OWN their "jerk" and "jerk like behaviours" when they are stressed. Then all SHARE what you really
need in terms of support at this time e.g. often when loved ones feel anxious and overwhelmed they
can become hyper critical, judgmental, aggressive or cold and mean and shut down completely ...
though what they really might need is .. a hug, a chat, a cuppa, a crazy dance, a laugh, a time out, a
walk, to be told everything will be ok, or asked is there something I can take off your plate .... share
the handouts so everyone knows the options??
STEP THREE: Share these commitments with your Wellness Buddy and be sure to schedule your
check in with each other .. asking .. whats working, what's not working and what are your BALANCE
commitments? Don't forget to keep coming back to check in around your Scorecard, Values and 2021
Commitments and you might even like to place post-it notes or calendar reminders as a way of
keeping it top of mind as the year progresses.
PS. Here are a few FUNNY balancing fail videos to give you a giggle this week FYI some look like
they really hurt so you've been warned hehehe .. WATCH HERE
Wishing you all a wonderfully BALANCED month and if there is anything else I can support with
please feel free to reach out.
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